KOBAYASHI MARU »

Tests. You hate, 'em, right?

Here at the alumni mother ship we have training exercises designed to test the character of our cadets. Let's take a look at how that plays out for Cowboy star pilots.

- We don't subscribe to no-win scenarios
- Redefining problems is what we do
- The Neutral Zone is somewhere we're unfamiliar with (we are fully engaged)
- Simulations are non-reality; we rescue routinely for real
- Klingons do present in our clinics
- Our devices are programmed to receive distress signals
- We deliver aid to distressed "vessels" at the risk of provocation and accept responsibility

Original thinking is what Starship Cowboys are trained to do to protect the frontier in the strange new world. To honor alumni creativity, from time to time I will recognize a creative email in the Friday Bit. Yep, these are part of my altered psyche. In a training exercise, I will incorporate periodic alumni emails in the Friday Bit. If the email is yours and you respond to me, a Friday Bit interstellar prize is yours.

HOCO HAPPENING » Cowboys Ride On!

Join the Sea of Orange Parade with CVHS on Saturday, October 27! Parade start time is 9:00 a.m., game kickoff is 7:00 p.m. CVHS parade participants must arrive at the staging area no later than 8:00 a.m.

You MUST know these details for entry to the staging location.

Staging Information for CVHS - 12th & Chester Streets

Name of CVHS Entry - CVHS Museum on Wheels

Entry Number: 120, Color Grey

No candy (or animal treats) may be thrown to spectators but may be distributed by hand

Parade exit area for CVHS is Bradford Plaza

Sharon's mobile 405-612-5359

The veterinary center's 1953 Museum on Wheels leads us piloted by Robert Bahr, DVM ('70) with Carlos Risco riding shotgun followed by the 7th Annual Scottie Brigade. Faculty, students, staff and friends with animals or without are welcome to participate. CVHS welcomes Pete's Pet Posse joining us again this year.

All animals are welcome on a leash or halter and must be current on vaccinations.

It's F R I D A Y oneeyeandstuby You have the bridge.
CVHS Alumni Affairs Fund

Live long & prosper.
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